[Surgical treatment of non-metastatic gastric GIST: two cases and review of the literature].
Gastro-Intestinal Stromal Tumors (GISTs) represent an evolving field in oncological surgery and must be approached with specific prognostic and therapeutic criteria. In the GIST's suspicion the surgeon has to consider all the therapeutic possibilities, also for the impossibility to predict the biological behaviour and the aggressiveness of the tumor. The presence of a GIST has to be suspected in patients observed for gastrointestinal bleeding, when another pathology isn't demostrable. Surgical strategy must consider a limited resection as the best treatment, differently from what we do for adenocarcinoma. The extension of the resection can changes, regarding tumor volume and position, from extremely invasive surgery to laparoscopic operations with a partial removal of the gastric wall. Lymphadenectomy is not indicated because these tumors rarely spread to the nodes. We present the clinical case of two patients observed for gastrointestinal bleeding and with preoperative diagnostic suspicion of GIST, submitted to surgical resection. In the first case we performed a superior polar gastrectomy with esofago-gastric anastomosis for the mass proximity to the cardias. In the second patient the intervention has been a limited resection of the fundus of stomach including the tumor.